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PYTHIAN 4

For Arcesila,s of C.yrene, pinner of the chariot røce

Today, my Muse, you must stand at the side of a friend,

{rcesilas, king of Cyrene of the filg þrses,
so that wiih hh in his üiôtory revel you may swell the winds

of song
which are owed to Leto's children* and to Pytho-
where once the priestess who sits near Zeus' golden eagles*

foretold,
in Apollo's presence, that Battus would settle in fruitful Libya;
that he should now leave the holy island
and found a city of fine chariots* on that land's white breast,

and so fulfil, in the seventeenth generation,

the words Medea's immortal mouth once breathed out
on Thera,

mistress of Colchis and mettlesome daughter of Aeetes.

Thus she spoke to the spearman Jason's demigod crew:

'Listen to me, sons of high-spirited men and gods:

I tell you that one day from this sea-beaten island
the daughter of Epaphus* will plant a root
from which cities revered by men will spring,
near the foundations of Zeus Ammon.*
In place of short-finned dolphins their people will raise

swift horses,

and instead of oars they will handle reins
and chariots with the speed of the storm.

'This sign will bring it to pass

that Thera will become the mother-city of great cities:
the symbol which Euphamus once received
when he leapt from his ship's prow at Lake Tritonis'* outflow,
and a god in the likeness of a man gave him a clod of earth
as a guest-present; and Father Zeus, son ofCronus,
crashed out a thunderclap in confirmation,
at the time when he found us hanging the bronze-fluked anchor,
swift Argo's bridle, against the ship.
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Before this, we had dragged our sea-going craft on to the shore
in accordance with my designs, and for twelve days
had been carrying it from Ocean over desert tracts ofland.
It was then that the god drew near to us, alone,
having assumed the glorious appearance of a mah of esteem.
His first words were friendly, such as hospitable men use
when they invite newly arrived strangers to a feast.
But the excuse of our sweet return home prevented us

from staying.

'He said he was Eurypylus, son of the immortal Holder
and Shaker of the Earth.* He knew we were anxious to leave,
but straight away caught up some earth in his right hand
and pressed it on Euphamus as ¿ makeshift guest-present.
The hero did not resist him, but jumped down onto the shore,
grasped his hand firmly in his own, and accepted the

god-sent clod.
I hear that one evening it was washed off the ship by a wave
and fell into the sea and took its course over the watery

expanse.

Many times indeed I had urged the servants who lighten
our labour

to keep it safe, but their minds were forgetful;
and so the undying seed ofspacious Libya
has been washed up on this island* before its time.

'For if Euphamus, kingly son of Poseidon tamer of horses,
whom Europa, Tityus' daughter, once bore to him by

Cephisus'banks,
had returned home to holy Taenarus* and thrown it down
near the earth's portal to Hades,
the blood in the fourth generation ofhis children
would have taken possession of that broad mainland
with the Danaans; for at that time they are to rise up
and leave great Lacedaemon, and the Argive gulf,

and Mycenae.
But as it is, he will find in the beds of foreign women*
a chosen race, who honoured by the gods will come to

this island
and will father a man to be lord of those dark-clouded plains.
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56 Pythiøn 4

In time to come he will make a journey to Pytho's temple,*
and Phoebus in his gold-rich palace will remind him

through oracles
to transport cities in ships to the rich precinct ofCronus'son

by the Nile.'

Such were the oracular utterances of Medea.
And the godlike heroes stood in motionless silence,
awestruck as they listened to her deep counsel.

It was you, blessed son of Polymnastus, whom the
oracle celebrated

in this speech, through the unsolicited cry of the Delphic bee.* 6o

Three times she greeted you, and revealed you as Cyrene's
destined king,

when you had enquired of her what release there might be

from the gods for your stammering speech. And so it turned out,
later, as it were at the height ofred-flowering spring,
the eighth generation of his line flourishes in Arcesilas.
Apollo and Pytho have granted him renown
among surrounding peoples for his chariot racing.
As for me, I shall offer him to the Muses,
and with him the ram's all-golden fleece,

for it was when the Minyansx set sail in search of it
that god-sent honours were planted for them.

What caused them to begin their voyage? 70

What prospect of danger bound them with strong nails
of adamant?

There was an oracle that Pelias* would die at the hands
of the lordly Aeolids, or by their inescapable intrigues.
A prophecy came to him that froze his wily heart,
one delivered at the mqther's central navel-stone,* thick

----+wrth trees,
that he should take all possible precautions
against the man with one sandal,

when he should come, a stranger or a fellow citizen,
from his mountain home to the sunlit land of famous Iolcus.

And indeed in time he did come: a striking man, carrying
twin spears.
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He wore two kinds of clothing:
native Magnesian* garments covered his splendid limbs,
and a leopard skin shielded him against the chilling rain.
His bright long hair was not shorn and lost,
but streamed down the whole length of his back. "

Swiftly he strode into the marketplace and stood among the
thronging crowd,

putting his unflinching purpose to the test.
They did not recognize him; but as they stood stunned one

of them said:

'This surely cannot be Apollo, nor Aphrodite's husband*
of the bronze chariot; and men say the sons of Iphimedeia
died in bright Naxos-Otus, and you, daring king Ephialtes
And certainly Tityusx was hunted down by Artemis'

swift arrow,
shot from her invincible quiver, so that men might desire
to reach only those pleasures* whicÈ are within their power.'

While they talked among themselves in this way,
Pelias arrived at headlong speed in his polished mule-drawn car
The moment he caught sight of the conspicuous single sandal

on the man's right foot he was dumbfounded,
but concealed his fear in his heart and said:

'What land do you claim as your own, stranger?
And what earth-born woman dropped you out of her

grey womb?
Tell me your ancestry, and do not pollute it with

repellent lies.'

He answered him with confident and mild words:

'I declare that I shall exemplify the teachings of Chiron,*
for I come from the cave of Chariclo and Philyra,
where the centaur's holy daughters reared me.

Twenty years I spent there, with never an untoward deed
or-ù-orã1àm6ñ-,;llnow I have come to my home
to repossess my father's ancient privilege:
the kingship held unlawfully, which long ago

Zets gave to Aeolus, leader of his people, and to his sons;

since I hear that the lawless Pelias has yielded to unjust thoughts
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58 Pythiøn 4

and has violently stripped it from my parents, the rightful
rulers. rro

They, as soeq-a!_qvrllsaw the light, fearing the brutal insolence

of an arlíigin ^t*, ^ì@^ gloomy funeral in the palace

as if I had died, and amid the keening of women
secretly sent me away wrapped in red swaddling clothes,
making the night the confidant of my journey,

and gave me to Chiron the son of Cronus to be raised.

So now you know the bare facts of my story.
Good citizens, show me clearly the palace of my fathers,
lords of white horses; for as Aeson's son I am a native here,

and it is to no alien land that I have come.
The divine beast called me by the name ofJason.'

So he spoke, and went into his home, and his father's eyes

knew him, r2o

and tears gushed forth from behind his aged eyelids,
and he rejoiced in his heart seeing his incomparable son,

most handsome of men.
At the news of his coming A.eson's two brothers appeared,
Pheres from the nearby spring of Hypereis, and Amythaon

from Messene.
And quickly Admetus and Melampus* too arrived,
full of kindly feeling towards their cousin.
While they feasted Jason welcomed them with gracious words,
offering them due hospitality and prolonging the entertainment
in all kinds of ways for fully five nights and days, r3o

plucking the holy flower of festive enjoyment.
But on the sixth day he set out in sober words the whole

story from the start,
and shared it with his kinsmen, and they sided with him.
At once he rose with them from their couches;
going to the palace ofPelias they entered quickly and took

their stand.
When he heard them, lovely-haired Tyro's son met them in person.

In a soft voice Jason poured gentle words over him,
and so laid the foundation of wise speech:

'Son of Poseidon of the Rock, men's minds are all too quick
to applaud dishonest gain above the right course ofaction, r4o
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even though they will come to a hard reckoning on the
morning after.

Still, you and I must control our passions with the rule of law,
and so weave happiness for the future.
You know what I am going to say:

Cretheus and reckless Salmoneus* were born to one

heifer mother,
and we are descended in the third generation from them,
and l o g_k__q¡rq4-t-þ_-ls¡e.h!-sf .JtLe su n.
The Fates stand apart from kinsmen if there is enmity

between them,
causing them to conceal their respect for one another.
It is not right for the two of us to divide up the great

possessions

ofour ancestors by means ofsharp bronze swords or spears.

I surrender to you the sheep-flocks, the herds oftawny cattle,
and all the land which you have stolen from my parents

and now control, fattening up your wealth.
It does not grieve me that all this immoderately feeds

your house;

but as for the sceptre ofsole authority,
and the throne where Cretheus' son Aeson formerly sat

and handed down straight judgements to his horseman people-
yield these up to me, without hurt to either,
lest some new trouble arise for us as a result.'

So he spoke, and Pelias answered softly: 'I shall do as you say

But old age is now my life's portion and keeps me company,
while the flower of your youth now swells in bloom,
and you have the polrer to dispel the anger ofpowers below

the earth;
Phrixus* commands us to bring his spirit home,

by going to the palace ofAeetes and fetching here

the thick-fleeced hide of the r¿m by whose help he was

once saved

from the open sea and from his stepmother's godless weapons.

A strange dream came to me and told me this.
I went to consult the oracle at Castalia*
to see if some search should be undertaken,
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6o Pythia,n 4

and it urges me to prepare a seagoing expedition as soon as

possible.
Agree to perform this undertaking,
¿nd I swear I shall surrender to you both kingship and sole rule.
May Zeus our common ancestor be our witness, that this is a

mighty oath.'

So they willingly made this agreement, and parted.
But Jason himself forthwith sent heralds everywhere
to announce that a naval expedition was planned.
Without delay there came three sons* of Zeus the son of Cronus,
tireless in battle, whose mothers were glancing-eyed Alcmene

and Leda;
also two long-haired men,* sons of the Earthshaker,
from Pylos and Taenarus, conscious oftheir reputation

for valour;
thus was Euphamus' noble fame secured, and yours, mighty

Periclymenus.
And sent by Apollo there came the lyre-player and father

of song,
greatly admired Orpheus. Hermes of the golden staff
sent his twin sons for this task which had no end,
Echion and Erytus, exulting loudly in their youth.
From their homes in the foothills of Pangaeonx
came two swift men, Zetes and Calais, for their father Boreas,
lord of the winds, quickly sent them with a willing and

cheerful heart-
two men whose backs both bristled with purple wings.
Hera kindled in these gods' sons an irresistible sweet desire

for the ship Argo,
so that none of them was left behind at his mother's side
to brood over a life without danger, but each discovered

among his fellows
the 6nest physic for his excellence, even in the face ofdeath.

When the flower of seafarers landed at lolcus,

Jason congratulated and marshalled them,
and the seer Mopsus, divining from birds and from

sacred lots,
sent them on board with a good grace.

r70
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When they had hung their anchors up on the prow,
their chiefJason lifted a golden bowl in his hands,
and standing on the stern called upon Zeus, father of Heaven's

inhabitants,
whose spear is the lightning, and upon the swingbf the waves
to speed their way, and upon the winds and nights and days
and paths ofthe open sea to show them favour,
and bring them the longed-for destiny of a return home.
From the clouds an auspicious clap ofthunder crashed in answer,
and vivid flashes of lightning burst forth.
Trusting in these signs from the god, the heroes took fresh heart;
and, voicing their joyful hopes, the seer called them to fall

to their oars.

Under their fast-moving hands the tireless rowing advanced.
Sped on by the south wind's breezes, they reached the mouth

of the Inhospitable Sea;*
there they established a precinct sacred to Poseidon, god

ofthe sea,

and there was nearby ¿ herd ofreddish Thracian cattle
and a newly built altar of stone with a flat top.
About to launch themselves into deep danger, they prayed

to the lord of ships
to escape from the irresistible motion of the Clashing Rocks.x

There were two of these, and they were alive, and rolled along
more swiftly than columns of deep-bellowing winds;
but this expedition of demigods finally brought about

their end.

Then they came to the Phasis,* and fought with all their
strength

against the dark-faced Colchians before Aeetes himself.
And there it was that the Cyprus-born goddess, mistress of

sharpest arrows,
first brought from Olympus to men the speckled wryneck, the

bird offrenzy,
and bound it helplessly to a four-spoked wheel.
She fully instructed Aeson's son in the skill of'prayers and spells,
so that he might wrench Medea away from respect for

her parents,
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6z Pythiøn 4

and so that desire for Hellas might with Persuasion's whip
unsettle her, whose heart was already aflame.

Quickly she showed him how to perform the tasks her father
would set.

Mixing drugs with oil she concocted antidotes to agonizing pain
and gave them to him to smear on himself;
and they vowed they would be joined to each other in the

sweet union of marriage.

But when Aeetes had set before all a plough of adamant,
and oxen which breathed flames of burning fire from their

tawny jaws

and which tore up the ground with the pawing of their
bronze hoofs,

he controlled them and forced them single-handed under
the yoke-strap.

The furrows stretched in straight lines as he drove them on,
splitting the back ofthe clodded earth six feet deep.
Then he said: 'This is the task which your king,
whoever he is who commands your ship, must complete

for me;
after that he may take away the imperishable coverlet,
the fleece which glistens with its fringe of gold.'

So he spoke. Jason threw offhis saffron cloak and, trusting
in the god,

set his hand to the task. By the commands of the
foreign woman,

skilled in all drugs, the fire did not cause him to flinch.
Drawing up the plough he forcibly bound the harness on

to the bulls' necks,
and driving the relentless goad into their huge and

powerful sides,
this powerful man completed his allotted task.
Aeetes let out a cry, albeit of wordless anguish, amazed af

the man's strength.
Meanwhile his companions were holding out their hands to

the mighty man,
and crowni4ghþ with wreaths of grass,
con gratulating h iñ wÍttr6õñefliríeet words.

Pythiøn 4

Then the marvellous son of Heliosx told him
where Phrixus' knivesx had staked out the shining fleece;

but he did not expect him to accomplish that labour too,
for it lay in a coppice close to the ravening jaws of a serpent,
which in thickness and strength was bigger
than a fifty-oared ship, built by blows of iron tools.

But it is too far for me to travel by the high road, for
time presses.

I know a short way, on which I lead many others in poetic skill.

Arcesilas, by guile he killed the grey-eyed serpent with its
mottled back,

and with her willing help stole Medea away, who would
kill Pelias.

They reached the broad stretch of Ocean, the Red Sea,

and the country of the man-slaying Lemnian women;
there in athletic contests they competed with

a women
It was then, 1n the days or

nights
received the seed of your family's bright prosperity,
for there the race of Euphamus was sown and has endured

ever since.

They made their homes among men of Lacedaemon,
and in later time settled on the island of Calliste;*
from there Leto's son gave you the plain of Libya
to make it fruitful through the favour of the gods,

and to govern the divine city ofgolden-throned Cyrene,
since you have discovéied the discretion that comes from

right judgement.

Learn now the wisdom of Oedipus:* if a man with a

sharp blade
lops offa shoot from a great oak and disfigures its

glorious form,
even though it can no longer bear leaves it casts a vote in its

own favour,
whether it comes at the end to a fire in winter
or, sustained by upright pillars in a master's house,
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r64 Pythian 4

it performs a cheerless labour in an alien building,
having abandoned its native place.

You are a most timely healer, and Paean* honours your
power to save.

To treat a festering wound you must apply a gentle hand;
it is easy, even for weaklings, to throw a city into convulsion,
but to establish it again in its place is hard indeed,
unless a god suddenly appears to steer its leaders.
For you, the pleasure that comes from doing this
is now being woven into a fabric. Be patient,
and devote your whole energy to serving prosperous Cyrene.
And among Homer's sayings* take this to heart and cherish it:
he said that in all affairs a good messenger brings the greatesr

honour;
even the Muse is exalted by a truthful lepgrt.

Cyrene and the distinguished house of Battus
have come to know the good sense of Damophilus:
he is young among the young, but in deliberations
he is an old man who has seen a hundred years;
he robs the wicked tongue of its clamorous voice,
and has learned to hate the arrogant,
but he does not fight against the good,
nor yet delays the fulfilment of any undertaking,
for opportunity's moment lasts but a short space for men.
He knows this well, and serves it as a steward, not as a

hired man.
The cruellest thing, they say, is to know the good
but to be forced to stand apart from it.
And in truth he, like Atlas, now struggles under the weight

of heaven,

far from his own land and possessions;
and yet immortal Zeus set the Titans free again.
In time, the wind dies down and sails are set again.
He prays that now he has drained his malignant sickness
to the dregs he may one day see his home,
and may at Apollo's spring* foin in symposia
and many times pledge his heart to the pleasures of youth,
and in the company of discerning citizens

Pythiøn 4

may hold the decorated lyre in his hands and artain peace,
causing no harm to anyone nor suffering it himself
at the hands of his fellow citizens.
Then, Arcesilas, he could tell what a spring of immortal verse
he found when he was recently a guest in ThebeË.x
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r58 Notes to Pages 5o-5j
t Chiron'. a kindly and wise centaur who educated a number of heroes; cf.

N. :.s¡-s.
8 døughter of Phlegyøs: Coronis (named at line z5).

tg eaening songs: cf. P. rr.ro.
z8 Loxias:Apollo.

34 Løcereia . . . Boebiøs: place and lake in north-east Thessaly, near where
Chiron lived.

6r my soul: Pindar speaks to himself here, though what he says is applicable
to Hieron too.

67 ø son of Leto's chihl or of hisføther: Asclepius (son of Apollo, whose mother
was Leto) or Apollo himself (son of Zeus); both were healers.

69 Arethusø: see note to P.2.7.

74 Cirrhø: a port on the plain south of Delphi. The plain wâs the venue for
the equestrian events in the Pythian games.

78 the Mother . . . Pøn'.Pindar tssociates the Mother Goddess (probably Rhea,

mother of Zeus) with Pan (a god of the countryside) in another poem, of
which only two frâgments survive; see Frag. 95.r-3: 'O Pan . . . companion
of the Great Mother.' Why Pindar specifres these two divinities here in
Pythiøn 3 is not clear, perhaps Rhea as a saviour goddess (she saved Zeus
from his father Cronus), Pan as a god of countryside caves (relevant to
Chiron). He seems to meân it is more benefrcial for him not to travel to
Sicily but to pray for divine help for Hieron. For a similarly obscure claim
to domestic religiosity, cf. P. 8.58-6o.

8r for ezsery blessing . . . a double grief: at lliød 24.527 -33 Homer says Zeus has

two jars, one of good things, one of bad, and gives to mortals either only
lrom the latter or (at best) a mixture.

87-B Peleus . . . Cadmus: Peleus married Thetis on Mt. Pelion; their only son,

Achilles, died in the Trojan War. Cadmus and Harmonia were married in
Thebes; three of their four daughters (Ino, Autonoë, Agave) went mad
andlor killed/lost their sons; the fourth, Thyone (Semele), was killed by
Zeus when he came to her as a thunderbolt when she was pregnant with
Dionysus.

ttz Nestor ønd Lltciøn Sørpedoø: the poet Homer made these two heroes famous;
similarly, Pindar's poetry can give fame.

PYTHIANS 4 AND 5

P. 4 and 5 are both for Arcesilas IV, king of Cyrene, a Greek colony in Libya,
north Africa, in celebration of Arcesilas' victory in the chariot race in 462.
P. 4 is abnormally long because it combines material relevant to Arcesilas as

king of Cyrene and descendant of its founder Battus with a plea by Pindar
that Arcesilas recall from exile Damophilus, Pindar's friend whom the king

Notes to Pøge 54 rS9

had exiled from Cyrene. Lines 263-99 explicitly urge the king to recall him,
but within the long myth in the earlier part of the poem, especially the part
about Jason's reclaiming of his kingdom from the usurper Pelias, the themes
of xenia (guest-friendship), one's rightful dues, and courtesy surface a number
of times: lines zg-3r, rc4-5, t27-3r, 136-7, r59-6o (gee note on 'Phrixus');
Pindar thereby indirectly hints to Arcesilas how he should treat Damophilus.
In addition, he describes the expedition of the Argonauts and Jason's accom-
plishment of his goals in language resonant of competition in the games (see

lines r85-6, z4o), so making them relevant to Arcesilas.
The myth itself is somewhat complicatedly presented: first, the Delphic

oracle prophesies that Battus will colonize Libya from the island of
Thera (a colony of Sparta) and thereby fulfil seventeen generations later a

prophecy Medea once gave to the Argonauts (lines 4- rz); then comes Medea's
prophecy itself in which she tells how a god in the guise of a man gave to
Euphamus, one of the Argonauts, a clod of earth from Libya; this clod was lost
overboard at Therâ, and consequently delayed the colonization of Libya from
Thera until seventeen generations later when Battus, a descendant of
Euphamus, himself fulfilling a Delphic oracle, sailed from Thera to Libya as a

cure for his stammer and became the founder of Cyrene (lines 13-56). So far,
Pindar has explained Arcesilas' heroic descent from Euphamus, even though,
more immediately, he was eighth in line after Battus (see line 65) who became

king c.63o BC, and has thereby glorified Arcesilas'ancestry (cf. Herodotus

4.r5o-g). During â pause in the mythologizing Pindar mentions in one word
Arcesilas' chariot victory (line 67), and then launches in epic style into the
main myth of the ode, Jason and the Argonauts (lines 6g-z6z), focusing (lines

7r-167) on Jason's meeting with Pelias, the usurper of his father's kingdom,
and the expedition ofthe Argonauts to recover the golden fleece as ordered by
Pelias (lines 168-246). Pindar then links the Argonauts with Arcesilas by
telling how after the expedition the Argonauts slept with the women of the isle
of Lemnos, and from Euphamus' family Arcesilas is descended (lines 247-62).
One can imagine that, if the Damophilus problem had not occurred, Pindar
might have restrictèd the mythical episode to the recovery of the golden fleece,

which would have kept the ode to normal length.
P. 5 is a more regular ode, though unusual inasmuch as Pindar (compensat-

ing for the virtual absence of athletics in P. 4) goes into some detail about the
athletics victory itselt telling us that the victorious chariot remained intact
when forty other charioteers fell (lines 4g*5r) and that the race was twelve
laps long (line 33). The ode seems to have been performed in Cyrene at the
Carnea, a Dorian festival honouring Apollo (lines zz-3,79-80).

PYTHIAN 4

3 Leto's chiklren'. Apollo, in whose honour the Pythian games were held, and

his twin sister Artemis.



160 Notus to Pøges 54-57

4 golden eagles: the Delphic oracle functioned through the Pythian pt'iestess

who prophesied sitting near two gold statues of eagles, the bird of Zets
(cf. P. r.6- I o).

holy islarul . . . city ofJine chariots'. Thera, modern Santorini, and Cyrene, a

colony dispatched from Thera, with an allusion to Alcesilas' chariot victory.

t4 døughter of EPøPhus: Libya.

t6 Zeus ,4mmon: Ammon (in Egyptian, Amun) was the name of the chief
Egyptian god, who was identified with Zeus (cf. Pindar, Frag. 36,

'Ammon, lord of Olympus', the beginning of a Hymn to Ammon) and

famous for his oracle at Siwa.

zo Lalee Tritonis': in Libya; the implication is that Euphamus received the

clod from a Triton, halÊfrsh and half-man, disguised as â man'

33 Holder / ønd Shøker of the Eørth: Poseidon.

4z this isla,nd: Thera (cf. lines 5r-z below). The point of this part of the story
is that, because the clod of Libyan soil was washed back to Thera, there-
fore Thera was destined to found latel a colony in Libya: the foundation
of the colony would, as it. wele, be a rightful return of Libyan soil to
Libya. So the colonization of Libya from Thera by Battus (the 'hero' of
line 52, and'son of Polymnastus'in line 59) is legitimized. Cyrene's Spartan

origins are touched on several times in P. 4 a;nd 5: here, lines 257-8,
P. 5.72-6; the colony thereby has connections with the Dorians, who
were according to popular tradition early settlers in Sparta and whose

'good old'values Pindar approved of (cf. note to O. t.r7). Underlying the

'lost clod' story may be the failure of the Spartan colonist Dorieus to
colonize Libya in the early fifth century (cf. Herodotus 5.42).

44 Tøenarus: in Laconia (cf. line 4g); 'it' refers to the clod. For Cephisus, see

note to O. 14.r.

5o foreign pomen: the women of Lemnos (cf. lines 252-7).

55 a journey to Pytho's temqle'. to find a cure for his stammer (cf. line 63 and
Herodotus 4.154-ù.

6o Delphic bee:Pythian priestess.

69 Minyans: Argonauts.

7r Peliøs: unlawful king oflolcus (line 77), descendant (likeJason) ofAeolus
(line ro8) and son of Tyro (line r3ó).

74 nøoel-stone'. Delphi, situated at the centre of mother earth.

8o Møgnesiøn: from Magnesia in Thessaly, northern Greece, where the wild
centaurs lived (cf. P.t.45, P.t.+ù.

87-8 Aphrodite's husbøwl: Ares.

8g-9o Otus . . . Ephiøbæ . . . Tityus: giants; cf. Iliad ç85-6; Odyssey rr.3o7-2o,

576-8r.
92 þle&sures: Tityus was killed by Artemis while attempting to rape her

mother Leto.

Notes to Pa.ges 57-65 t6t
roz teøchings of Chiron: cf. N. 3.53-4. Chariclo and Philyra were Chiron's

wife and mother. Jason (in Greek the name suggests'healer') was brought
up âmong women; his father was Aeson (line r r8), son of Tyro (line 136).

rz5-6 Pheres . . . Amythøon . . . Admetus . . . Melampus: Pheres was father of
Admetus, Amythaon father of Melampus.

r4z-3 Cretheus øntl recþless Sølmoneas: sons of Aeolus and his wife; Salmoneus
pretended to be Zeus, who killed him for his arrogance.

t6o Phrixus:'Pindar is unique here too, bidding Jason recall from Aea not just
the fleece but also the soul ofPhrixus because the gods ofthe Underworld
were ângry, other writers saying he wâs sent to retrieve only the fleece'
(Sch. zSra); so the voyage ofthe Argonauts is partly motivated by religious
duty. Phrixus escaped his wicked stepmother Ino by flying on the back of
a ram with golden fleece to Colchis, on the Black Sea, where he died; he
came from Thessaly, to where his dead body needed to be returned and
where he was buried.

t63 Cøstalia: spring at Delphi.
Ì7r three sozs: Heracles, and Castor and Polydeuces.

172-3 ttDl long-haired men: sons ofPoseidon, the Earthshaker, Euphamus from
Taenarus and Periclymenus from Pylos.

r8o Pangaeon: mountain in Thrace.

zq Inhospitøb le S eø: Black Sea.

zo8-g Cløshing Rocþs: the Symplegades, which guarded the entrance to the
Black Sea by clashing together if a ship approached; cf . Odyssey e.6r-72.

ztt Phøsis: river.

24r son of Helios: A.eetes, father of Medea and king of Colchis.

z4z Phrixus' þnioes: úter his escape Phrixus had sacrificed the ram and skinned
it to obtain the fleece.

258-9 istøntt of Cølliste: Thera. Pindar returns to the theme of lines 5o-3.
263 Learn n0Ð the Ðisdom of Oedipus: in what follows Pindar urges Arcesilas to

recall Damophilus. Oedipus is mentioned because he was wise enough
to solve the riddle of the Sphinx and, like Damophilus, he was forced
into exile.

z7o Paeøn: appropriate both as the god ofhealing and as equivalent to Apollo
who, as god presiding over the Pythian games, gave a glorious victory to
Arcesilas.

277 among Homer's søyingr. Iliad r5.zo7, 'This too is good, when a messenger
knows what is right'.

zg4 Apollo's spring: it Cyrene.

zgg in Thebes: as guest of Pindar, with whom Damophilus evidently stayed
after his exile from Cyrene. The final word of the ode ('guest-friendship')
is the central theme ofthe ode: Pindar leaves Arcesilas with an unequivocal
reminder of his obligations towards Damophilus.


